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The solar neutrino capture rate measured by SAGE is well below that predicted by solar models.
To check the overall experimental efficiency, we exposed 13 tonnes of Ga metal to a reactor-
produced 517 kCi source of51Cr. The ratio of the measured production rate to that predicted
from the source activity is0.95 6 0.11sstatd 10.05y 20.08ssystd. This agreement verifies that the
experimental efficiency is measured correctly, establishes that there are no unknown systematic
errors at the 10% level, and provides considerable evidence for the reliability of the solar neutrino
measurement. [S0031-9007(96)01782-6]
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The low threshold energy (232 keV [1]) for inver
beta decay on71Ga is well below the end point energy
the neutrino spectrum from proton-proton fusion. A
experiment can thus observe this low-energy branch o
solar neutrino spectrum. The Russian-American Gall
Experiment (SAGE) has measured a71Ge production rate
of 69 6 10sstatd 15y 27ssystd SNU [2] (where1 SNU 
10236 interactionsytarget atomys), a value that is wel
below solar model predictions of137 18y 27 SNU
[3] or 125 6 5 SNU [4]. Another Ga experiment, th
GALLEX Collaboration, also observes a low rate
69.7 6 6.7sstatd 13.9y 24.5ssystd SNU [5]. Taken
together with other solar neutrino experimental res
[6,7], a contradiction arises which cannot be accomm
dated by current solar models [8]. The significance
this conclusion requires that all possible instrumen
checks of these experiments be performed. A test of
entire operation of the SAGE detector (i.e., the chem
extraction efficiency, counting efficiency, and analy
technique) with a known flux of low-energy neutrin
makes a rigorous check on the entire experiment.
4708 0031-9007y96y77(23)y4708(4)$10.00
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51Cr is a particularly good isotope to employ for th
purpose [9,10]. The decay of51Cr is via electron capture
to 51V with neutrino energies of 751 keV (90.12%) an
426 keV (9.88%) [11]. The 90% branch decays direc
to the ground state of51V, and the 10% branch decays
the first excited state of51V, which promptly decays with
the emission of a 320 keV gamma ray to the ground st

The chromium used for this experiment was origina
in the form of 93% enriched50Cr2O3 [12,13]. Achieving
high enrichment was an important consideration sinc
significantly increases the specific activity of the sou
[14]. The Cr was converted to metal, chemically purifie
formed into rods, and placed in two special modera
assemblies for irradiation at the BN-350 fast neutr
reactor in Aktau, Kazakhstan [15]. The reactor pow
was set at 520 MW for 90 days, followed by an increa
to 620 MW for 15 days. The source assemblies w
removed from the reactor on 18 December 1994. The
rods, a total mass of 512.7 g, were then removed from
moderator assemblies, cleaned, and placed in a tung
shield140 mm high3 80 mm diameter. This shield wa
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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sealed in a stainless steel outer casing and arrived a
Baksan Neutrino Observatory on 26 December 1994.

The 55 tonnes of Ga metal in SAGE is distributed amo
eight chemical reactors with approximately 7 tonnes
each. Each reactor contains the necessary equipmen
Ge extraction. An identical reactor without extractio
equipment was used for the source exposures. 13.1 to
of Ga was transferred into this irradiation vessel by
Teflon membrane pump from two of the reactors us
for solar neutrino measurements. To start an irradiat
the 51Cr source was placed inside a Zr reentrant tube
the center of this Ga target. Irradiations were ended
removing the source and pumping the Ga back to
original two reactors, where the Ge was extracted.

Eight irradiations were conducted between 26 Dece
ber 1994 and 24 May 1995. The exposure periods
the first five measurements were chosen so each w
have approximately equal statistical sensitivity, and a fi
three measurements were made at monthly intervals.
reference time at which the first irradiation began is d
noted here SOB, for start of bombardment.

The tungsten shield around the source absorbed all
about 1 part in 105 of the source activity. It was thus pos
sible to determine the source strength by measuring its
output with a specially developed calorimeter [16]. T
source was removed from the irradiation vessel and pla
in this calorimeter after each of the first seven exposu
The weighted average of these source power measurem
is 112.3 6 0.8 W at SOB. The calorimeter was calibrate
with electroheaters several times during the course of th
measurements. The best fit half life to the power meas
ments is28.03 6 0.23 days, in reasonable agreement w
the known51Cr half life of 27.702 days [17].

Using the power to activity conversion constant
4.600 6 0.030 kCiyW implies the source strength wa
516.6 6 6.0 kCi at SOB. The major uncertainty in
this activity is the statistical uncertainty of 0.71%
the power measurements. Four systematic uncertain
have been added to this in quadrature: 0.65% from
conversion constant, 0.6% from different thermalizati
times between the source and the calibration hea
and 0.2% from the 0.02% uncertainty in the51Cr half
life. The final systematic uncertainty is from radioacti
impurities in the irradiated Cr which can also produce h
in the calorimeter. The impurity content was determin
during the Ga exposures by measuring gamma-ray spe
of the source with a Ge detector. The largest sin
contribution was 1.5 Ci of46Sc, and the total activity of
all contaminants at SOB was estimated to be less t
2 Ci. Taking into account their half life and decay energ
an upper limit on the uncertainty in the source activ
from impurities is 0.14%.

The major uncertainty in the power to activity conve
sion constant is in the average energy released in51Cr
decay, which we take as36.671 6 0.190 keVydecay.
This value differs slightly from that used by Ref. [18] i
that we have included, but Ref. [18] ignored, the contrib
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tion of internal bremsstrahlung, which adds approximat
96 eVydecay to the average, and that we use a bran
ing fraction to the 320 keV level of 0.0988 [11], where
Ref. [18] used 0.0986.

The production rate of71Ge by a source whose streng
is A (MCi) is given byp  kkLlA (atoms producedyday).
The first term,k, contains all the physical factors, su
as neutrino interaction cross section, Ga density, e
and has the value 0.3974 (neutrino capturesycm day MCi).
For the absorption cross section we used the va
given by Bahcall and Ulrich of59.2 3 10246 s1.0 6

0.1d cm2ys71Ga 51Cr decayd, where the uncertainty i
quoted at the 3 sigma level [19]. The second factor,kLl,
is the average neutrino path length through the Ga. Th
radiation vessel was nearly cylindrical, but the bottom w
dished. Monte Carlo integration using an accurate ma
the vessel shape giveskLl  72.6 6 0.2 cm. Combining
these factors gives an expected production rate at S
of 14.90 6 0.18 atomsyday, where the uncertainties ha
been added in quadrature. This high rate is becaus
the small size of our source and the use of Ga metal as
target.

Recently, there was a reexamination of the absorp
cross section by Hata and Haxton [20], with emphasis
the predicted contributions from excited states in71Ge.
This new analysis casts some doubt on the mean and
responding uncertainty of the cross section. In our
certainty estimate for the production rate above, we
not include the 3.3% (or 0.49 atomsyday) uncertainty of
the Bahcall and Ulrich calculation. Hata and Haxton co
clude that the previous estimate of the excited state c
section, inferred fromsp, nd reactions, was unjustified an
only weakly constrained by previous experimental da
As a result, they assert that the neutrino absorption c
section is not known at the level of accuracy of the
source experiments, and it is these experiments th
selves that best determine this cross section.

The experimental techniques for the Cr experiment w
the same as used for solar neutrino measurements
and are only very briefly described here. After each
source exposure, the71Ge was chemically extracted, alon
with stable Ge carrier added prior to the start of expos
This Ge was then synthesized into germane gas, m
with Xe, and placed in a small proportional counter wh
decays were observed for a period of six months. T
electron capture decay of71Ge mainly gives Auger elec
trons which we detect at 10.4 keV (K peak) or 1.2 keV (L
peak). The track length of these low-energy electron
the counter gas is very short, producing a fast rising pu
Background events, such as are produced by minimum
izing particles, may have a similar energy, but will usua
have longer path lengths and hence slower rise times.

We determine the pulse rise time with a meth
specially developed for SAGE. Wave forms that ha
been recorded with a one GHz digitizer are fit w
an analytical function that describes the shape of
extended pulse in terms of the radial extent of
4709
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trajectory in the counter [22]. This method has gre
power in differentiating71Ge signals from background
events, especially in the low-energyL-peak region. The
digitizer began to be used in SAGE in late 1992. T
solar neutrino results that we have published up
the present time have relied on a hardware-based r
time measurement of the amplitude of the differentiat
counter pulse (ADP) but analysis of these data using
wave form analysis technique is in progress.

Our standard energy, rise time, and Rn cuts were app
to the counting data, and the time structure of the rema
ing candidate71Ge events was analyzed with a maximu
likelihood method [23] to separate the71Ge 11.4 day decay
from a constant rate background. The only differences
tween this analysis and that done for the solar neutrino r
are that one must account for the decay of the51Cr during
the period of exposure, include a “background” contrib
tion from solar neutrinos, and make a carryover correct
arising from the71Ge that was not removed because of t
approximately 15% inefficiency of the preceding chem
cal extraction. Using the traditional notation of Clevela
[23], the likelihood functionsLd is given by

L  exps2bTL 1 aDyl71d
NY

i1

fb 1 a exps2l71tidg ,

where b is the background rate,TL is the live time of
counting,l71 is the 71Ge decay constant,D is the integral
over the live time of exps2l71td, andti are the times of
occurrence of theN candidate events. The parametera
contains contributions from the three separate proces
(source, solar, and carryover) that produce71Ge, i.e.,
a  aCr 1 a0 1 aco, where for extractionk

ak
Cr  pCr expf2l51stk

s 2 Tdg

3 ´kfexps2l51uk
Cr d

2 exps2l71uk
Crdgys1 2 l51yl71d ,

ak
0  p0´kf1 2 exps2l71uk

0 dg ,
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ak
co  ak21s´ky´k21d exps2l71uk

0 d s1 2 ´k21
Ga d .

Here pCr and p0 are the rates of production of71Ge by
the 51Cr source and solar neutrinos, respectively;l51 is
the decay constant of51Cr; ts is the starting time of eac
source exposure;T is the reference time SOB;uCr and
u0 are the times of exposure of the Ga to the51Cr source
and to solar neutrinos, respectively;´ is the product of
extraction and counting efficiencies; ands1 2 ´Gad is
the inefficiency of extraction of Ge from the Ga. Wi
these definitions, as the source decays, its derived stre
pCr is automatically referred to timeT . Maximization
of the product of the likelihood functions for all run
yields the global production ratepCr and individual
background rates for theK and L peaks in each run
The solar production ratep0 was fixed at 0.27yday, the
rate corresponding to 69 SNU [2] on 13.1 tonnes of G

The results of the data analysis are given in Tabl
The combined fit to the eight extractions consider
only the L peak (K peak) gives production rates o
16.812.6

22.4yday s12.412.0
21.8ydayd. The result considering bot

theK andL peaks is14.211.6
21.5yday. Here the uncertaintie

are all statistical. This is the largest production r
ever measured from a low-energy neutrino source an
50 times higher than the rate from solar neutrinos.
fit permitting the 71Ge half life to vary gives13.8 6

2.0 days, compared with its known half life of 11.4 day
Our solar neutrino results in the past have relied on
ADP measurement of the pulse rise time, which giv
good background discrimination only in theK peak. A
combined fit to the eight source extractions that u
events in theK peak selected by ADP gives a ra
of 11.211.7

21.5yday, similar to the result of 12.4yday that
is obtained when wave form analysis is used for ev
selection. The Smirnov-Cramer-Von Mises parame
[24], Nw2, given in Table I provides a measure of t
goodness of fit. The probability values were determin
by Monte Carlo methods.
ormal-
TABLE I. K 1 L peak counting results from the wave form analysis. The production rate for each exposure has been n
ized to the starting time of the first exposure.

Exposure Source Number Number Number Number 71Ge Nw 2 Prob.
reference strength of fit to assigned assigned prod. rate

name (kCi) candidate 71Ge to solar to by Cr
events neutrinos carryover source

(yday)

Cr 1 516.1 47 38.7 0.9 0 23.214.3
24.0 0.151 17%

Cr 2 434.5 39 23.3 0.7 2.5 12.213.8
23.5 0.169 9%

Cr 3 363.9 41 25.9 1.0 0 15.113.8
23.4 0.100 26%

Cr 4 288.0 36 25.2 1.2 1.4 11.613.1
22.7 0.060 63%

Cr 5 194.0 33 13.8 1.8 0 8.813.9
23.4 0.042 68%

Cr 6 97.7 48 5.9 1.0 0.4 9.819.0
27.5 0.039 85%

Cr 7 50.1 27 4.3 1.7 0 7.8110.8
27.8 0.058 67%

Cr 8 23.7 21 4.4 1.4 0 20.4123.3
218.3 0.034 86%

comb. 292 144.5 9.6 4.3 14.211.6
21.5 0.060 66%
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The overall systematic uncertainty can, for the m
part, be determined in a manner similar to what we h
presented for the solar runs [2]. The chemical extrac
efficiency is typically 80% with an uncertainty of64.1%.
The volume efficiency of all counters used for the
extractions was directly measured by filling each w
an Ar-CH4 mixture to which a small quantity of37Ar
was added. The resultant uncertainty in the coun
efficiency, including uncertainties in setting energy a
rise time windows for event selection, is13.2%, 25.9%.
Some signal from Rn may still be present due to
inefficiency of the time cuts, and this contribution
estimated to be20.7%. The uncertainty in the sola
neutrino ratep0 results in a 1.1% uncertainty inpCr .
The total number of estimated carryover events is
with a 10% uncertainty, which implies an uncertainty
pCr of 0.3%. Combining all these contributions yields
overall systematic uncertainty inpCr of 15.3%, 27.3%.
Thus the measured rate,pCr , is 14.211.6

21.5sstatd 10.8y
21.0ssystdyday.

The ratiosRd of the measured71Ge production rate to
the rate expected from the source strength is

R 
spCr dmeasured

spCr dexpected
 0.95 6 0.12 ,

where the systematic and statistical uncertainties h
been added in quadrature. This result shows that the
efficiency of the SAGE experiment to the neutrinos fro
51Cr is very close to 100%.

Since the neutrino spectrum from51Cr differs from the
solar spectrum and the total experimental efficiency
each solar neutrino measurement is known to a hig
precision than the 12% uncertainty obtained with the51Cr
source experiment, the solar neutrino measurement sh
not be scaled by the above ratio.

GALLEX has also made51Cr neutrino source mea
surements with the resultR  0.92 6 0.08 [5]. Thus
both SAGE and GALLEX, which employ very differen
chemistries, give similar solar neutrino results, and h
verified their efficiencies with neutrino source measu
ments. The solar neutrino capture rate measured by
Ga experiments is in striking disagreement with stand
solar model predictions, and there is considerable evide
that this disagreement is not an experimental artifact.
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